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	Text1: Public School 174 William Sidney Mount
	Text2: Ms. CooperArt Chronicle
	Text3: UPCOMING EVENTS
	Text3a: I am happy to announce that one of our art grants was funded! We will be working with clay and exploring sculpture in the months ahead. There are more grants on DonorsChoose.org that need to be funded so please visit the site! 
	Text4: GRADES K-1
	Text4a:  Grade K will learn to use tools and art materials properly and safely while exploring color and painting. Grade K is learning how to make new colors when painting as they create a Winter landscape scene. Grade K will also explore printmaking/stamping techniques.   First Grade is creating a Winter portrait collage that demonstrates experimentation with placement of shapes, color, use of line and pattern, painting and layering. Students will make literacy connections as they explore the work of author/illustrator Eric Carle.
	Text5: SECOND & THIRD GRADES
	Text5a:  Second Grade is investigating how to critically look at works of art using engaging questions. They are recognizing warm and cool colors, exploring how to show mood in a work of art, understanding what landscapes are, and creating their own cityscapes. Students will explore the element of art known as value by painting Winter landscapes.  Third Grade is completing their still life art using chalk pastels and blending techniques as well as art elements such as overlapping, pattern, and value. Students will create a winter landscape painting using tints, shades, and point of view. 
	Text6: FOURTH & FiFTH GRADES
	Text6a: Fourth Grade is creating Limner portraits by studying the history of early American artists. This lesson shows how different classes of people chose to have their images portrayed in the early American years.  Fifth Grade is exploring landscapes, looking at works of art by Gustav Klimt.  They are exploring watercolor painting techniques, interpreting artistic images by using critical thinking skills and using perspective to create their own version of Gustav Klimt's "Forest of Trees."
	Text7: NOTES FROM THE TEACHER
	Text7a: P.S. 174's online art museum at www.Artsonia.com showcases our students outstanding work. Please show your support and browse the site. Leave a comment or become a fan for a student. Thank you to all who donated to the art grant! Because of you, we will have more art materials to work with!     Ms. Cooper 


